
The Best of two Products.

Robot guided quality control

Intelligent and fully automatic image Analysis

Simply to operate, performant and cost-efficient

Simplest Creation of System Solutions
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with our combined System Solution

YOUR MATCHING 
QUALITY TESTING

www.DENKweit.com
www.NeuroCheck.com

INTEGRATE 
THE PLUGIN
Integrate your AI with the 
DENKweit Vision AI 
PlugIn into your 
NeuroCheck Software.
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Create your high-performance AI Image Analysis with just a few images and 
easily integrate it into your NeuroCheck Software.

Integrate your individual AI 
into your production for
modern quality management. 

USE YOUR 
INDIVIDUAL AI

UPLOAD 
YOUR DATA

AI TRAINING

Upload only selected 
images.

Use our technology to 
create your individual AI 
on your own.
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Easiest Handling in the 
DENKweit Training Center

Optimization of AI for your 
individual Use Case

Highest Performance already from 
approx. 15 Images

Make sure you schedule a 
free Demo Appointment with 
DENK Vision AI

Features

Examples of Use

Specifically designed for your Use 
Case - detection and classification of any 
objects in your production

Easily integrated into the NeuroCheck 
Software with the new 
DENKweit Vision AI PlugIn

Improve quality. Reduce costs. Save 
time. - The combined application is 
optimized to get you easily to your highly 
customized solution. Independently and 
quickly.
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Highest Performance with few images

Detection of objects in blister 
boxes: from 9 images

Detection of pipe defects: 
from 26 images

Testing of welds:
from 13 images


